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Securing Services in Networked Cloud Infrastructures 
Vijay Varadharajan and Udaya Tupakula 

Abstract— In this paper, we propose techniques and architecture for securing services that are hosted in a multi-tenant networked cloud 

infrastructures. Our architecture is based on trusted virtual domains and takes into account both security policies of the tenant domains 

as well as specific security policies of the virtual machines in the tenant domains. We describe techniques for detecting a range of attacks 

such as attacks between the virtual machines within a trusted virtual domain, attacks between the virtual machines in different domains, 

malicious insider attacks and attacks against specific services such as DNS, database and web servers within a domain. We address security 

policies for trusted virtual domain management such as secure addition and deletion of a virtual machine and the revocation of privileges 

associated with a virtual machine in a domain. We also discuss forensic analysis of attacks and fine granular detection of malicious entities 

and mechanisms for restoration of services. Furthermore the proposed architecture provides mechanisms for enhancing the assurance of 

communications between the virtual machines in different domains. Finally, we present the implementation of our security architecture 

using Xen and illustrate how our architecture is able to secure services in networked cloud infrastructures.  
 

Index Terms—Networked Cloud Security, Security Architecture, Security Attacks, Trusted Virtual Domains, Security Management  
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1 INTRODUCTION

ODAY most information services are hosted online and ac-

cessing online services has become part of everyone’s daily 

life. For example, users could be using them to read today’s 

news with rich content or doing online banking with complex 

functionalities. On the other hand, online services have become 

a constant target for malicious attackers trying to exploit vulner-

abilities to obtain sensitive data to benefit them financially or to 

gain access to systems which can then be used to crate further 

attacks on other systems. Hence it has become a nightmare for 

the service operators to ensure the security, quality and availa-

bility of their services.  

Cloud computing [1] offers several advantages to organisa-

tions to suit their dynamic requirements for hosting online ser-

vices in the Internet. For example, cloud computing promotes 

on-demand self-service, broad network access, rapid elasticity, 

pay for use and high availability. Hence different sectors includ-

ing healthcare, utility, social networks and government are mi-

grating their services to the cloud environment. There are differ-

ent types of cloud models such as public cloud, private cloud and 

hybrid cloud, as well as different types of deployment infrastruc-

tures such as Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), Platform as a Ser-

vice (PaaS) and Software as a Service (SaaS) [1]. In this paper, we 

will be only concerned with the IaaS cloud infrastructure. 

Although cloud offers several advantages, it also poses cer-

tain significant challenges. Clearly security and privacy chal-

lenges arise when there are multiple tenants with different pol-

icies and requirements using the cloud infrastructure. When 

sensitive data belonging to enterprises and individuals are 

stored and used by services in the cloud, it poses security as well 

as privacy issues. There are also significant security issues arising 

out of malware and attacks in the cloud which not only have ac-

cess to both data and services of many users but also the ability 

to propagate to many systems over the cloud infrastructure. 

Then there is the issue of trust on the cloud providers them-

selves. In addition to such security, privacy and trust issues, large 

scale cloud infrastructures can be vulnerable to environment 

disasters such as earthquakes, flooding and blackouts. Hence 

not only for security but also for disaster recovery reasons, re-

puted organizations as part of their business strategies are host-

ing their services in multiple cloud infrastructures which are in 

separate geographical locations to achieve higher availability 

and dependability of services. This in turn leads to increased 

complexity when it comes to securely managing their infrastruc-

ture and services hosted in multiple clouds environment. This is 

where the concept of trusted virtual domains (TVDs) [2, 3] has 

been introduced to simplify the management of services that 

are hosted in multiple clouds in separate geographical locations.  

A TVD enables grouping of related virtual machines running 

on separate physical machines into a single network domain, 

which trust each other based on a common security policy. The 

policy is uniformly enforced, independent of the physical bound-

aries. TVDs use virtualization and overlay technologies to pro-

vide confinement boundaries for a protection execution envi-

ronment that are typically distributed over several physical plat-

forms. While conceptually simple, the realisation of TVDs pose 

significant security challenges such as integration of sophisti-

cated security techniques such as secure network virtualization, 

trusted channels, distributed security management and secure 

hypervisors. For instance, there can be different types of secu-

rity threats where a virtual machine can be a member of multi-

ple domains. The attacker can exploit a single vulnerability in any 

of the operating system or applications in a virtual machine to 

generate attacks in all the virtual domains in which the vulnera-

ble virtual machine is a member of.  

In this paper, we propose techniques and develop architec-

ture for securing the TVDs in the context of multiple cloud infra-

strcutures. Our architecture makes use of different technologies 
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such as trusted computing [4], hypervisors [5], virtual introspec-

tion [6], dynamic and static analysis based attack detection for 

securing the TVDs. We need different techniques to detect at-

tacks in the current environment where the emerging attacks 

exhibit multifaceted malicious behaviours. Using a single form 

of detection/prevention technique is not sufficient to deal with 

such emerging attacks. For example, Stuxnet was designed to be 

spread through malicious insiders using USB, obtain access to 

critical components using default passwords, and then exploit 4 

zero day vulnerabilities in Windows systems. Such attacks are 

looking for a range of weak points in the current systems, which 

are more likely to arise in a multiple cloud environment. How-

ever, on the other side of the coin, if a malware exhibits a range 

of malicious behaviours, then potentially it can become easier 

to detect the attacks.  

The main contributions of this paper are: i) Detailed analysis 

of security attacks in virtual domains, leading to a comprehen-

sive attacker model for trusted virtual domains in a multiple 

cloud environment. We consider a range of attacks such as at-

tacks between the virtual machines within a TVD, attacks be-

tween the virtual machines in different TVDs, malicious insider 

attacks, external attacks, and attacks on specific services such as 

DNS, database and web servers within a TVD; ii) A modular se-

curity architecture for securing trusted  virtual domains: We de-

velop modular security components for enforcing different se-

curity policies and techniques such as secure communications 

between virtual machines, whitelisting  of applications and pro-

cesses for virtual machines, validating the state of the virtual 

machines, validating input and outputs of critical applications 

and services, and detecting attacks using signature based, 

anomaly based and domain based policies;  iii) Techniques for 

detecting zero day attacks: We show how the  security compo-

nents of our architecture can be used to detect and/or prevent 

zero day attacks. We have used MAEC [7] framework to charac-

terise these attacks; iv) Techniques for achieving assurance for 

the communications in a virtual domain based multi cloud envi-

ronment. We demonstrate how our architecture can be used to 

provide assurance against scenarios such as attacker conducting 

malicious communications using a compromised virtual ma-

chine, attacker erasing the legitimate communication details 

from the virtual machine to hide his/her malicious behaviour, 

and malicious clients claiming unauthorised communications 

from the TVD virtual machines.  

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, first we pre-

sent an overview of the TVD and discuss the attacker model and 

the security objectives of our TVD architecture for multiple 

clouds. Then we present a high level overview of the proposed 

security architecture and how it helps to meet the overall secu-

rity objectives.  Section 3 presents a detailed discussion of the 

security architecture and the security components that are de-

ployed on each physical platform for securing the TVD virtual 

machines in multiple clouds. Section 4 describes the implemen-

tation of our security architecture using open source Xen based 

virtual machines and discusses how the proposed architecture 

deals with different types of attacks. Section 5 presents some of 

the relevant related works and compares them with our work.  

Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper. 
 

1 We envisage the existence of malicious cloud system administrators; this is 
despite the cloud providers having processes and methodologies to ensure the 
trustworthiness and integrity of their cloud system administrators. 

2  OUR APPROACH 

2.1 Assumptions and Attacker Model 

Consider a scenario where an organization uses multiple IaaS 

clouds in the provision of its services to its customers. In such a 

scenario, there are multiple cloud service providers, each of 

which has its own cloud system administrators. The tenants host 

their services in the virtual machines that run on top of the Vir-

tual Machine Monitor (VMM) or hypervisor [5]. A VMM is an 

additional software layer that enables to run multiple operating 

systems on a single scalable physical computer. There are tenant 

administrators who manage the tenant virtual machines. In Fig-

ure 1, the tenant virtual machines are hosted in multiple cloud 

environments. A TVD enables grouping of related virtual ma-

chines running on separate physical machines into a single net-

work domain. We have a TVD Administrator (tenant administra-

tor) who is responsible for defining the security policies for a 

given TVD, which are enforced on all the virtual machines be-

longing to the TVD owned by a tenant. Then there are tenant 

users (or tenant’s customers) who use the applications and ser-

vices running in the tenant virtual machines. Examples of cloud 

providers include Microsoft Azure [8] and Amazon Web Services 

(AWS) [9]. The cloud system administrators are individuals from 

these corporations entrusted with system tasks and maintaining 

cloud infrastructures, who will have access to privileged do-

mains. We assume that as cloud providers have a vested interest 

in protecting their reputations and resources, the adversaries 

from the cloud provider perspective are malicious cloud system 

administrators1. For example, a tenant (a company) may be de-

veloping a service using virtual machines in Microsoft Azure 

cloud [8]. The company may also be hosting some other appli-

cations using virtual machines in the AWS cloud [9]. The com-

pany may also be doing all its finances in its own private cloud. 

The company (tenant) needs to manage all its virtual machines 

and services and applications in all these different clouds. 

One of the common assumptions often made in a TVD based 

environment is that free communication is permitted between 

the virtual machines within a trusted virtual domain. However 

there are threats within a domain and if intra communications 

within the domain are not monitored for attacks, then an at-

tacker can potentially attack all the virtual machines within the 

TVD spanning multiple physical platforms in different cloud in-

frastructures. Furthermore, since a virtual machine can be a 

member of multiple TVDs, the attacks are possible in all the 

TVDs where the compromised VM is a member of. Hence the 

attack surface can be considerably large with the TVDs. Hence 

we believe that there is a need to enforce fine granular security 

both within and in between TVDs. 

The attacker model considers who can access communica-

tion channels and compromise components of the TVDs.  

(i) First, we assume that the VMM is secure and trusted and is 

part of the trusted computing base (TCB). We ensure that at 

boot time the VMM is loaded in a secure state using Trusted 

Platform Module (TPM) based attestation. At runtime, we as-

sume that that TCB on each platform cannot be compromised 

but can be replaced or altered between two bootstrapping 

phases (e.g. binaries modified) which needs to be detected by 
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our architecture.  

(ii) Second, the virtual machines belonging to a domain (tenant) 

can be compromised by the downloading and installation of un-

authorized applications or malware. We will collectively refer to 

different types of attacks such as buffer overflows, injection, re-

direction, worms, viruses, Trojans and rootkits as malware at-

tacks. The compromise of virtual machines can lead to them be-

ing used as bots to carry out further attacks. The attacks them-

selves could be zero day attacks, for which no previously known 

solutions or patches exist at the time of attacks.    

(iii) There can also be attacks from tenant users (customers). 

Consider, for instance, a tenant which is a software development 

company making use of cloud resources. Although the TVD (ten-

ant) administrators could have provided host based security 

tools in their tenant virtual machines, a malicious tenant user 

(tenant employee) may be able to circumvent such security 

tools.  Also there could be a need for higher privileges to certain 

users within an organisation. For example, software developers 

may legitimately require higher level administrative privilege as 

part of software development process. Hence we need to au-

thenticate users and have access control mechanisms to assign 

different privileges. 

Malicious users and processes can misuse these higher privi-

leges to generate attacks. Furthermore, it is common for users 

to use different devices such as USB devices for sharing files. 

Hence malicious insiders can include malicious files in such 

shared devices to compromise multiple systems within an or-

ganisation (eg. Stuxnet). It could also be that some internal en-

tities (insiders) are deliberately malicious whereas others may 

not be security conscious and resort to installing applications 

without the knowledge of security procedures. Furthermore, 

use of certain applications such as Instant Messaging, Skype and 

Facebook make the user machines more vulnerable to attacks 

since malicious files can be easily embedded within these com-

munications and distributed to users within an organisation 

even without their knowledge.   

The cloud provider needs to provide secure isolation between 

the tenant virtual machines. However the cloud service provider 

may not be aware of the operating systems and applications run-

ning in a tenant virtual machine. Hence it is not an easy task for 

the cloud service provider to enforce security policies on the ten-

ant virtual machines. Furthermore since the elastic nature of 

cloud allows the ability to dynamically increase the resources al-

located to tenant virtual machines, the attacker can use this ca-

pability in compromised tenant virtual machines to generate so-

phisticated attacks. 

(iv) There could be attacks such as eavesdropping or manipula-

tion on communication channels thereby allowing the attacker 

to gain or modify information in an unauthorised manner. Hence 

there is a need for secure channels both within members of a 

TVD and members in different TVDs. This is particularly im-

portant when policy changes need to be communicated, e.g. 

when a user and a tenant virtual machine belonging to a user is 

revoked of certain privileges. There is a need to secure the policy 

management procedures and the communication of policy up-

date mechanisms to prevent an adversary attacking the policy 

update mechanisms. This could be done for instance the at-

tacker impersonating the trusted TVD component which is re-

sponsible for updating and distributing the security policies.  

2.2 Design Goals 

The main security objectives of our TVD architecture for multi-

ple clouds are as follows: 

• Attack Detection: Techniques for detection of a range of at-

tacks such as attacks in the TVD architecture. These include 

attacks between the virtual machines within a TVD, attacks 

between the virtual machines in different TVDs, malicious 

insider attacks, external attacks, and attacks against specific 

services such as DNS, database and web servers within a 

TVD. 

• Secure TVD Management: Management of virtual ma-

chines within a trusted virtual domain should satisfy well 

defined security policies. For instance, the addition and de-

letion of a virtual machine and the revocation of privileges 

associated with a virtual machine in a TVD should be sub-

jected to specified security policies.  

• Secure TVD Communications: Techniques for securing com-

munications between VMs in different TVDs and mecha-

nisms for enhancing the assurance of communications be-

tween the VMs in TVDs.  

 
2.3 Architecture Outline  

In our architecture, the TVD administrator is responsible for 

defining the security policies for a given TVD. These polices are 

enforced on all the virtual machines belonging to the TVD.  We 

assume that the TVD administrator makes use of the TVD Mas-

ter for coordinating and enforcing its domain policies like in the 

previous approaches [10-12].  The TVD Master has therefore se-

curity policies that determine the membership and revocation 

of virtual machines and platforms in the grouping. For instance, 

a TVD Master may have security policies that prevent a virtual 

machine to be hosted on a platform in a cloud that already has 

virtual machines belonging to another competitive organization. 

We assume that TVD Master is trusted and secure and that there 

is co-operation between the TVD Master and the cloud service 

providers.  

Note that a virtual machine can be a member of multiple 

TVDs. For instance, consider a scenario where an auditor is a 

consultant to two customers and hence the virtual machine be-

longing to that auditor can be the member of two TVDs of the 

two tenants. In this case, the communications of the auditor’s 

system must meet the specific requirements of each TVD of 

which it is a member of.  

The TVD administrators can use existing security tools such 

as host based security tools for securing their virtual machines. 

Since the tools are placed in the monitored host, though they 

have excellent visibility into the state of monitored virtual ma-

chine, and hence can detect attacks more efficiently (compared 

to other network based tools), these tools themselves are vul-

nerable to attacks [13]. The security attack monitoring tools 

themselves need to reside in a trusted and secure environment 

within the VMM having good visibility into the state of virtual 

machines while remaining protected from attacks.  

The TVD Master determines the domain security policies and 

makes use of Smart Security Module (SSM), one in each physical 

platform hosting a TVD, to co-ordinate and enforce the TVD se-

curity policies on its virtual machines. If virtual machines be-

longing to different tenant TVDs are hosted on the same physical 

platform, then one SSM is implemented for each TVD. In Figure 

1, VMM1 has two SSMs since it is hosting virtual machines that 
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belong to two different TVDs. VMM2 and VMM3 have a single 

SSM since they are hosting virtual machines that belong to a sin-

gle TVD. 

Whenever a virtual machine needs to be instantiated within 

a TVD in a VMM, the SSM checks whether the TVD policy is sat-

isfied before allowing the VM to join the TVD and then monitors 

the VM against different types of attacks. The admission of a 

physical platform is controlled by the TVD Master. 

The SSM forms part of the TCB and resides within the VMM 

in the physical platform. Each physical platform with a VMM that 

is able to host a TVD is equipped with a TPM [4] (and hence re-

ferred to as a trusted platform). TPM is responsible for deter-

mining and storing the integrity measures (e.g. during the boot-

strapping procedure).  

Now we briefly mention the different components of the 

SSM (shown in Fig 2). SSM consists of the following components: 

Integrity Management (IM), State Analysis Report (SAR), Entity 

Detection (ED), Store and Restore (SR), Entity Validation (EV), 

Virtual Domains (VD), Local Key Management (LKM), and Report 

Generation (RG).  

The purpose of IM is to ensure that the virtual machines and 

its applications are secure during boot time. IM helps to detect 

unauthorized changes to existing applications and prevents 

them from running in the virtual machine.  SAR is used to gen-

erate the VM status report and ED is used for identifying the en-

tities that are generating or receiving the traffic in the virtual 

machine. The SR component captures the VM specific 

knowledge such as the operating system, applications, updates 

and resources allocated to the virtual machine. SR is used to 

conduct forensic analysis of attack and fine granular detection 

of malicious entity. SR enables auditing of the VM communica-

tions and quick restoration of the virtual machine service in case 

of attacks. It also flags all the new processes/applications for val-

idation by the TVD Master. EV is used to enforce VM specific se-

curity policies using signature and anomaly based detection and 

input/output validation. VD is used in the enforcement of do-

main specific policies. LKM is used for storing the keys that are 

required for secure communications of virtual machines. Secure 

Data Exchange (SDE) [14] is used for securing the communica-

tion of TVD virtual machines that are hosted in different servers 

and clouds. Since one cannot guarantee attack free operation in 

such a cloud environment, VM communications create a report 

which can be analysed for malicious behavior. RG is used for gen-

erating reports on VM communications. This report is trans-

ferred to the TVD Master which performs the analysis and uses 

the analysis to provide assurance of the VM communications. 

Such a mechanism enables a victim tenant to report a malicious 

communication to the TVD Master. Although the communica-

tion report is generated by the local SSM, the TVD Master pro-

vides the assurance by issuing the certificate for each SSM. The 

TVD Master decides which components are instantiated at each 

SSM. 

Before going through the architecture in detail in the next 

section, we now briefly sketch how the components outlined 

above can help to achieve the security objectives mentioned in 

Section 2.2. 

Attack Detection: SSM detects the attacks by considering the 

specific features of the virtual machine and domain policies. The 

VM specific policies are developed by considering the operating 

system, applications running in the virtual machine and the re-

sources allocated to the virtual machine. The SSM proactively 

prevents malicious communications by validating the runtime 

state of the virtual machine and the traffic originating from the 

virtual machines. The SSM components monitor the resources 

used by each virtual machine such as memory, CPU, network, 

disk space and all the interactions between the virtual ma-

chines. If any of the SSM components observes suspicious be-

havior of any virtual machine, then that virtual machine is iso-

lated from the TVD and an alert is generated to the TVD Master. 

However since the proactive prevention does not provide guar-

antee of attack free communications, it also provides a reactive 

approach to deal with the attacks. The RG in the SSM generates 

a report for each VM communication. The victims use this report 

for providing a feedback on the malicious VM communication. 

Secure TVD Communications: The TVD Master specifies the do-

main wide policies such as key management (KM) for securing 

the intra and inter domain communications, virtual entity man-

agement (VEM) policies, and policies for maintaining the do-

main wide trusted information base (TIB). KM is used for storing 

and establishing keys for secure communications both within a 

TVD and between TVDs. We assume that each TVD Master has 

a public key – private key pair. We also assume that each SSM 

has a public key private key pair. TVD Master and SSMs interact 

to establish a symmetric session key to protect virtual machine 

communications. The component VEM contains information on 

the virtual machines within a domain. This information includes 
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the number of virtual machines in the domain and their loca-

tion, hosted services in the virtual machines, users, their roles 

and the specific services that can be accessed by them. This in-

formation is used in the specification of policies for attack de-

tection in each of the virtual machines. We make use of IDMEF 

[15] for the specification of policies.   For example, a web server 

and a DNS server in a TVD can be made to have public access 

whereas payroll server can only be accessed by employees. The 

TIB component contains information about other TVD Masters 

and their policies for sharing of information between domains. 

For example, services that can be accessed in the different TVDs, 

policies that need to be enforced for inbound/outbound com-

munications for different TVDs and assurance reports that need 

to be generated for communication between different domains.  

TIB also stores security attributes for each association within the 

TVD. The attributes include security session key and security ser-

vices needed for that association. The TIB is implemented as ta-

ble of entries, one for each communicating pair of hosts. This 

information determines the security policies that need to be en-

forced by the SSM. Our architecture makes use of the IEEE 

Standard for Interoperable LAN/MAN Security (SILS) [14] for se-

curing the communications of virtual machines within a TVD. 

However SDE does not prevent malicious communication result-

ing due to the compromise of virtual machines within the do-

main. Hence we have developed additional techniques for mon-

itoring the virtual machines and securing their communications. 

These are described in Section 3.  

Secure TVD Management: The TVD Master and SSM manage the 

addition and deletion of a virtual machine to/from a TVD. In the 

case of a VM addition, first the TVD Master determines the pol-

icies that need to be satisfied in terms of the specific cloud in-

frastructure and platform to which the VM needs to be added 

to.  If the cloud service provider is able to host the new VM on a 

platform that is already running a VM belonging to the TVD, then 

the VM addition is straightforward as there is already a SSM for 

that TVD in that platform.  If the cloud service provider is unable 

to find resources on the platforms that are already running one 

of the VMs belonging to that TVD, then a new SSM has to be 

created on a platform before adding the new VM.   In the case 

of a VM deletion from a TVD, if there are multiple VMs belonging 

to the TVD running on the platform, then the SSM in that plat-

form just terminates the VM. If there is only a single VM belong-

ing to the TVD running on the platform, then the SSM termi-

nates the VM and the TVD Master then terminates the SSM run-

ning on that platform.  

Enhanced Assurance Mechanisms: The TVD Master is able to 

provide assurance of TVD’s services to its tenants. In general, 

the assurance from a cloud service provider is more useful for 

small tenants. In the case of large tenants, often self-assurance 

is more useful due to their reputation. Even in the case of large 

tenants, the assurance from the TVD Master has a role to play. 

For example, if the customers of a large reputable tenant ex-

press their concerns regarding the use of cloud services, then an 

assurance from the TVD Masters guaranteeing certain proper-

ties of the cloud services rendered can be valuable for the cus-

tomers, especially since the communications can span multiple 

cloud infrastructures. For example, if a server VM in TVD1 pro-

vided some service to the client VM in TVD2, then the TVD1 

Master and TVD2 Master will generate the communication re-

ports.   

3 SMART SECURITY MODULE 

 In this section, we consider the design and functionalities of the 

various components of the SSM in detail. SSM is used for local 

management of TVD virtual machines hosted on a trusted plat-

form. Figure 2 shows the logical architecture of the SSM.  SSM 

design consists of modular security components and supports 

parallel processing for better performance. The TVD Master de-

termines the security policies enforced at each SSM.  

3.1 Integrity Management 

The IM is used for integrity management [16-18] of the virtual 

machines hosted on each platform. It ensures that the virtual 

machines boots into a known trusted state. After a machine is 

rebooted, a snapshot of the machine is taken before performing 

any interaction. This helps to minimize the restore time in case 

of any attack on the virtual machine.  The IM supports property 

based attestation of the TVD virtual machine using TPM [17, 18]. 

A component or a platform is considered to be trusted if it sat-

isfies the necessary hash measurements as well as the property 

specifications. A property specification may make direct use of 

a certificate issued for that property or by validating other prop-

erties required to satisfy the given property.   

In this vein, we have developed a simple logic language 

(called ALOPA) [17] required to express property relationships. 

Using ALOPA, it is possible to determine whether a component 

or a collection of components or a platform or satisfies a given 

property or sets of properties using ALOPA rules. A full descrip-

tion of the ALOPA language and its rules can be found in [17].  

The next step is to identify the properties for the services of-

fered by the cloud service provider. We have made use of the 

assessments from the Cloud Security Alliance (CSA) [19] to de-

rive these properties. The CSA has designed a self-assessment 

framework for cloud providers to publish their cloud platform’s 

security controls and capabilities.  The self-assessments from 

different cloud service providers can be found in [20]. We use 

these CSA self-assessment capabilities to derive property speci-

fications in our architecture. 

Table 1 shows some properties that are used in our architec-

ture. Different parties can make claims with respect to these 

properties. For example, cloud service provider can claim the 

property P1 by permitting 3rd party audits. In fact, the same 

property could be claimed by the tenants as well if the tenant 

allows its virtual machines to be audited by a 3rd party.  In our 

architecture, the TVD Master can use the first property to state 

that for all the VMs in its domain, audits are available, which are 

either self-certified by the cloud service provider (CSP) or by a 

3rd party. That is, the policy of the TVD Master allows the use of 

self-certification by the cloud service provider or 3rd party’s au-

dit certifications. The second property P2 is concerned with the 

use of encryption to secure communications between the TVD 

Fig. 2. SSM Components 
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VM and a customer. The third property P3 ensures that the ten-

ant virtual machine has anti-virus software installed. This can be 

used to reason that certain types of malware can be detected 

and prevented in the virtual machines. Note that the tenants can 

use 3rd parties as validation authorities. For example, the tenant 

can be certified of the anti-virus property from a 3rd party anti-

virus provider on the version of the software and its last update. 
In this case we assume that the anti-virus vendor acts as CA for 

its customers. The customer’s machine (say VM1) validates the 

integrity of the anti-virus program before executing it and the 

measurements are stored in the PCR.  Consider that a new VM2 

makes Attestation request and VM1 reports all the measure-

ments to VM2. Now VM2 can forward the measurements to the 

CA to validate if VM1 is in secure state. Now the CA can validate 

these measurements and confirm if the anti-virus is running the 

latest version of the tool. The property P4 is concerned with ei-

ther the cloud service provider or the TVD Master providing as-

surance guarantees for VM transactions. 

TABLE 1 

Pr ID                Properties 
Validation Authori-

ties 

P1 
CSP or Third party certified 

audits available 

CSP Self-certified,  

3rd party 

P2 
Encryption supported be-

tween VM and Users 
Self-certified 

P3 Antivirus software installed 
Self-certified, 3rd 

party 

P4 
Assurance on the TVD-VM 

communications 
CSP, TVD Master 

The IM validates the properties of the VMs during boot time. 

However the virtual machines can be compromised during 

runtime; hardware failures (including TPM) are frequent in the 

cloud scale and virtual machines migrate between different 

physical servers. Hence there is a need for additional monitoring 

of the VM runtime state and VM interactions with other hosts 

to detect various attacks. For example, some processes can be 

altered during runtime or even some critical processes (e.g. be-

longing to the security tools) can be terminated by the attackers; 

hence the need for other components of SSM in our architec-

ture.   

3.2 State Analysis Report 

SAR is used for generating reports on the state of the virtual ma-

chines. The report is updated whenever there is a variation in 

the processes running in the virtual machine. The variation trig-

ger for processes is obtained from the CR3 register value which 

can be used to identify process initiation and termination 

events. This also helps to identify the execution context of sys-

tem calls and get the state of the virtual machines.  

SAR parses the VM’s memory and captures VM runtime in-

formation such as processes that are running in the virtual ma-

chine, parent processes, path information related to the pro-

cesses and open ports on the VM. It is similar to the report gen-

erated by the task manager in the Windows or top in Linux. The 

main difference is that the report is generated by a component 

residing within the VMM instead of being inside the virtual ma-

chine. Hence we take this report to be more trusted. Figure 3 

shows the trimmed version of processes running in the DNS 

server where the information is generated using the top tool in 

the VM; Figure 4 shows similar information related to the pro-

cesses and the corresponding address location for each process 

that is obtained from the SAR component.  

With malware such as Conficker, Torpig and rootkits, the at-

tackers typically disable the security tools and/or install mali-

cious programs such as backdoor and alter the tools (such as 

task manager, dir, top and ls) so that they do not report the ma-

licious behavior. For example, the attacker can install a backdoor 

with hidden processes and alter the tools and not report the 

backdoor program. The users and even the administrators may 

not be aware of the compromise of their systems. However the 

attacker will not be able to alter the reports generated by the 

SAR since they are generated in the trusted VMM. Hence the 

analysis of the SAR produced report helps to identify the mali-

cious activities performed by malware attacks such as disabling 

of the host based security tools in the VM or backdoor programs 

installed in the VMs. 

3.3 Entity Detection 

The entity detection (ED) is used for detecting entities that are 

generating the attack traffic. Whenever a new flow is initiated 

by a virtual machine, the traffic is received by the ED compo-

nent. We represent each communication as a sequence of 

packet flows (P) between the specific ports and IP addresses of 

the source VM and the destination VM, (S�D: P1, P2…PN). The 

ED differentiates between different flows based on the protocol 

header information in the TCP/IP protocol stack. For each flow, 

the ED determines the information about the entity that initi-

ated the flow, e.g. an application or a process.  

We perform a simple lookup with the recent SAR report to 

determine the entity that is generating or receiving the traffic. 

For outgoing packets, the entity that is responsible for originat-

ing the traffic is determined from the source port information in 

the TCP/IP header. Similarly for incoming traffic, the entity that 

is responsible for receiving the traffic is determined from the 

destination port of the traffic. There is a negligible overhead 

since it is only necessary to map the traffic to the process that is 

linked to the specific port.  

If any of the process is found to be infected or malicious at 

later stage, then that specific process is terminated. Hence ED 

helps to deal with the attacks at a fine granularity level. Note 

that the SSM modules are optional. Hence the granularity of the 

entity can vary depending on the invoked modules. For example, 

the TVD administrator may not want to invoke SAR on a partic-

ular server. In this case, the granularity of the entity is virtual 

machine rather than the process that generated the traffic. 

Fig. 4. SAR report on DNS VM state 

Fig. 3. DNS State report using tools in VM 
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3.4 Store and Restore 

The SR component is used for capturing the knowledge of OS 

and applications running on each VM. This is useful for detecting 

VM specific attacks, auditing virtual machine communications as 

well as for restoration of VM services after the attacks.  

We use a MySQL database for storing the VM related infor-

mation. Before a VM joins the TVD, the TVD administrator up-

loads generic details of the VM into the SR. For instance, in the 

case of Windows XP, SR has information on Windows XP image, 

service pack version, Internet Explorer version, any additional 

applications installed on the VM and resources allocated to the 

VM. The reports generated by the SAR are used to track the 

changes to the OS and applications in the virtual machine.  

We have obtained VM specific information for some com-

mon services such as DNS, Web server and database server. For 

example, we have analysed the default processes for authorita-

tive DNS server running on a Linux OS.  The authoritative name 

servers are the original sources for all the DNS resolutions for a 

zone. The hosts can make resolution requests for the services 

within the domain. We have analysed the default processes for 

The Berkeley Internet Name Daemon (BIND) 9.8.1-P1 running as 

the DNS on Linux server with 3.5.0-23 kernel. There are total of 

59 processes in the clean state installation of DNS on Linux.  Fig-

ure 3 shows partial list of the processes running in the DNS 

server virtual machine and the highlighted process which is lo-

cated in the specified path (/usr/sbin/named) is responsible for 

receiving and responding to the client resolution requests. The 

installation of a host based security tool in the DNS server adds 

three new processes. The new processes are validated by the 

TVD administrator. We maintain the details of these 62 pro-

cesses in the SR and use this as a reference to monitor the DNS 

server during runtime.  

The clean state information obtained from the SAR report is 

stored in the MySQL database. Now let us consider how SR 

tracks the changes to the VM.  Note that SAR detects instantia-

tion and termination of processes and generates a report. The 

reports generated by the SAR are compared with the infor-

mation stored in the MySQL database. If there are any new pro-

cesses detected in the report then a new entry is created in the 

database. All the new processes are tagged to be validated by 

the administrator and/or EV. Note that a new process could be 

due to the result of updates to the OS or applications, or due to 

a new application installed in the virtual machine or as a result 

of the compromise of the virtual machine. So we do not consider 

detection of a new processes as a proof of compromise of the 

virtual machine. In our architecture, the EV and/or the TVD ad-

ministrator validate(s) these processes and detect(s) any mali-

cious ones. Hence the SR captures VM specific information and 

tracks the changes to the OS and applications in the virtual ma-

chine 

Now let us consider how the SR component enables auditing 

of virtual machine communications. VM communications with 

other hosts are logged in the database. The granularity of log-

ging depends on the services hosted on the VM. For critical ser-

vices, we log the complete traffic. For other cases, IPFIX [21] logs 

are reasonable. This information is used when detecting the ma-

licious communications that were successful in generating at-

tacks on the virtual machine. We have already considered how 

ED relates VM traffic to specific processes running in the virtual 

machine. All this information is stored in the database. In case 

of attacks, the database is queried to determine the malicious 

entity (process) at a fine granular level.  

Now let us consider how SR enables restoration of services in 

case of attacks on virtual machines. SR maintains a default im-

age with known good state of the virtual machine.  Recall that 

the IM ensures that the VM boots into a known trusted state 

and a snapshot is taken before performing any interaction. Also, 

the SR takes snapshots of the VM (without memory) at five-mi-

nute intervals and deletes them automatically when the age of 

the snap shot is greater than 60 minutes except the first snap-

shot taken at every hour. It also deletes hourly snapshots after 

24 hours keeping the first snapshot of the day for 30 days. 

Hourly and daily snapshots were kept in case a manual restore 

is required.  If the attack occurred at time T, then the TVD Master 

can query SR to identify a snapshot with timestamp closest but 

before the attack’s timestamp T and restore the VM with that 

snapshot. 

3.5 Entity Validation 

The aim of EV is to detect both known attacks as well as zero day 

attacks. It uses several techniques to detect attacks: input/out-

put validation using whitelists and blacklists, signature based 

and anomaly based detection of attacks. It validates the VM traf-

fic against known attack signatures and anomaly based detec-

tion policies. Note SR has specific information (such as resources 

allocated to VM, OS and applications running in VM, and VM 

traffic logs) on each virtual machine. The TVD Master makes use 

of this information to specify the security policies for each vir-

tual machine. For example, signatures are selected depending 

on the OS and applications running in the virtual machine; simi-

larly specific behavior monitoring to detect application anoma-

lies and/or thresholds (such as history based thresholds for total 

VM traffic) are determined for anomaly based detection.  

The evaluation process of the EV works as follows: We as-

sume that the access to critical files, inputs and outputs are 

tagged for EV monitoring. This helps to deal with different at-

tacks such as buffer overflow, URL redirection and injection at-

tacks. Also all the virtual machine traffic is validated with signa-

ture based and anomaly based modules for attack detection. If 

any packets from a virtual machine match with a known attack 

signature or found to be malicious via anomaly detection, then 

the virtual machine is isolated from the TVD and an alert is gen-

erated to the TVD Master. The TVD Master queries the SR to de-

termine the entity that generated the malicious traffic. For ex-

ample, if the malicious entity is a new process then the recent 

snapshot image without the malicious entity is used for restor-

ing the service of the virtual machine. Since attacks are possible 

within the threshold, we would need further offline analysis to 

detect the compromise of virtual machines. As part of our work, 

we have investigated offline analysis to detect bots which we 

will discuss later in Section 3.5.3. First we describe the detection 

of various attacks by the EV using some example scenarios. 

3.5.1 Zero Day Attacks: In the case of zero day attacks, EV makes 

use of the following events: inputs varying from whitelists, URL 

redirections to blacklisted domains, unauthorized access of files 

that are marked sensitive (such as password files), detection of 

hidden process in the VM, failure to detect processes related to 

host based security tool in the VM, abnormal consumption of 

resources by the virtual machine such as CPU or memory or 

read/writes to the storage, packets with different properties 
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such as spoofed source address, initiation of multiple connec-

tions and failure to establish connections, frequent termination 

of the established connections. For example, if a zero day attack 

is successful in invoking a malicious hidden process or disabling 

the processes related to the host based security tool in the VM, 

it will be detected in the SAR report; if a zero day attack is suc-

cessful in exploiting vulnerability in the legitimate process/ap-

plication and used for generating traffic with spoofed traffic or 

unauthorized ports, then it will be detected by the EV; if the at-

tacker has disabled the auto updates to the security tools or OS 

in the VM, then this is detected by the anomaly detection mod-

ule in EV. For example, a default Windows XP checks for updates 

every day at 3:00 am and Sophos security tools check for up-

dates every 10 minutes; if malicious files are transferred with 

correct source address and on authorized ports, then the victim 

can report the malicious communications; if the attack involves 

altering logs related to the malicious communications in the VM, 

the correct logs related to the communication are still available 

in the SR logs and reports; we use these SR logs and reports to 

detect malicious communications of the VM.  

3.5.2 Signature and Anomaly based Detection Attacks: Let us 

now consider how signature based and anomaly based modules 

had been developed for the EV. We are using snort attack signa-

tures for different applications such as web server and DNS 

server for different attacks such as DoS, DDoS, injection attacks 

and spread of worms. We have also captured the behaviour of 

different types of malware by running them in controlled envi-

ronment and characterized the attacks using Malware Attribute 

Enumeration and Characterization (MAEC) framework [7].   

MAEC is an initiative developed by Mitre Corporation with the 

support of Department of Homeland Security (DHS) and Na-

tional Institute of Science and Technology (NIST) [7]. One of the 

main aims of MAEC is to develop techniques to provide uni-

formity in malware reporting. This enables malware analysis re-

sults to be standardized and thus is able to support the develop-

ment of databases for storing malware characteristics. MAEC at-

tempts to use malware characteristics to identify malware based 

on its distinct attributes instead of single signatures used in tra-

ditional security software. MAEC also aims to accurately identify 

new instances or variants of existing malware families using a 

minimum set of malware attributes that is sufficient of charac-

terizing the malware family.   

We have captured 500 malware samples from different 

sources (such as malwaredomainlist and threatexpert) and ana-

lysed them in a controlled environment (e.g. Virtual Machine ap-

plication like virtual box, VMWare and Xen) to capture their be-

haviour. The aim of performing malware analysis on this set of 

different samples was to gather a small size of malware attrib-

utes and behaviour and establish the behaviours and attributes 

that are observed as belonging to malware. We have used dy-

namic and static analysis techniques to determine the behaviour 

of the malware. Dynamic analysis only reports the runtime be-

haviour of the malware. It will not report the complete behav-

iour such as behaviour based on conditional events and when 

specific (input) commands need to be received from the at-

tacker. Hence we have also used static analysis to analyse the 

overall behaviour of the malware. This enabled us to analyse the 

code and understand the inner workings of malware using re-

verse engineering techniques. By doing such an analysis, one 

can develop a graph such as the shown in Figure 5 for the mal-

ware. The figure shows a simple representation of common mal-

ware actions and the objects of these actions. The objects upon 

which the malware performs the actions are: file, registry keys, 

ports, directories, processes, mutex and services.  

We can develop detection based on any of these behav-

iours. For example, it is possible to monitor mutex using in-

trospection since tools such as volatility have plugins to ena-

ble mutex monitoring. Hence it is easy to detect Poison Ivy 

backdoor since it use the default name ")!VoqA.I4"; for the 

mutex.  Similarly Sality creates a mutex named “uxJLpe1m”, 

which is unique across all the variants and also uses this 

mutex to prevent multiple infections for the same machine. 

However our design choice was not to consider monitoring 

mutex since there can be several mutex without names and 

most importantly they cannot be related to any of the pro-

cesses. To keep it simple, we have opted for the design choice 

of monitoring the processes and the traffic generated by the 

processes for malware detection.   

3.5.3 Offline Anomaly Detection Analysis: Let us consider how 

offline traffic analysis is used in the detection of anomalies 

within the thresholds. As part of our work, we have carried out 

offline analysis of the TVD traffic from multiple hosts (in differ-

ent clouds) to detect bots. Figure 6 illustrates a high-level over-

view of the bot detection system. The traffic analysis system 

consists of attack templates, flow collector, filtering and botnet 

detection engines. Attack templates are used for capturing flow 

information using IPFIX [21]. Flow collector is a centralised 

server that is used for storing and organising the data captured 

at different devices using the attack templates. Filtering is used 

to reduce the dataset, filtering out unwanted data that is not 

related to botnets. Finally, the botnet detection engine corre-

lates flow information using machine learning techniques to find 

the patterns and detect the bots. In our analysis, we have de-

ployed naïve Bayesian, SVM, Neural Network and Decision Trees 

machine learning algorithms in our analysis. 

We infected some machines in our test bed environment 

with bot nets. Then we captured the traffic flows and identified 

Fig. 5. Common Malware Attributes 
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specific features to detect the bots using machine learning algo-

rithms. We repeated the process for different bot families. For 

example, Zeus bots send updates at regular interval of 20 

minutes; queries and updates in peer-to-peer bots such as Nu-

gache and Weledac create many small uniformed packets com-

pared to legitimate P2P communications. Also the initial ex-

changes of packets have a fixed format and can be easily differ-

entiated from legitimate traffic.  

After analyzing a range of bots, we formulated an attack tem-

plate that combines the features of network flows for detecting 

different bot families. We made use of the IPFIX standard to de-

fine the attack template. Different vendors have different pro-

prietary protocols such as Cisco-NetFlow, Juniper-j-flow or 

cflowd, Huawei-Netstream for capturing the flow traffic. Hence 

by defining the uniform attack template using IPFIX, one can ap-

ply our template on devices belonging to different vendors in-

cluding the virtual networking devices in the VMM. We will dis-

cuss the results from this work later in Section 4. 

3.6 Virtual Domain 

The Virtual Domain (VD) component is used to validate the VM 

traffic against the domain policies. For example, these policies 

specify whether communications are permitted between two 

virtual machines within a TVD, between TVDs and what security 

services need to be provided. For instance, whether encryption 

based confidentiality service is required for securing communi-

cations within TVDs (hosted on the same VMM, hosted on dif-

ferent VMM in single cloud and hosted on VMM in different 

clouds) and between TVDs.  The TVD Master determines the se-

curity policies that need to be enforced. Communication be-

tween the domains in different TVDs is permitted according to 

the bilateral agreement between the TVD Masters. 

As mentioned earlier, we have made use of the SDE frame-

work [14, 22] for securing the communication within the TVD. 

Although SDE provides different security services such as au-

thentication, confidentiality and integrity, it does not prevent 

compromised host from generating attacks on other hosts. 

Hence the need for the other components in our architecture 

such as EV and RG. We have already described how EV proac-

tively prevents malicious communications from compromised 

virtual machines. Later in Section 3.8, we consider how RG ena-

bles to deal with the attacks in a reactive manner.      

Now let us consider the communication between the do-

mains. There can be a range of security policies in the TVDs. In 

our architecture, we have implemented information flow based 

security policies between TVDs. For instance, assume there are 

3 TVDs: TVD1, TVD2 and TVD3. The information flow security 

policy specifies the flows that are allowed from and to which vir-

tual machines in different TVDs. For instance, flows between 

TVD1 and TVD2 are governed by Policy12, and flows between 

TVD2 and TVD3 are governed by Policy23. Policy12 may state 

that all flows from virtual machines in TVD1 to virtual machines 

in TVD2 need to be protected for both confidentiality and integ-

rity. Note that in general Policy12 consists of two sub-policies 

dealing with inbound and outbound flows. Inbound flows are 

enforced by the recipient TVD2 and the outbound flows are en-

forced by the sender TVD1. Hence the policies enforced with 

outbound flows help to deal with attacks at the source virtual 

machine.  

Note that a VM can belong to multiple TVDs. Hence the do-

main policies that are to be enforced on the VM traffic are de-

termined from the source and destination address of the VM 

traffic. So continuing our previous example of an auditor’s vir-

tual machine belonging to multiple TVDs, assume that the audi-

tor wants to obtain the records from the virtual machines in 

TVD1. The auditor’s virtual machine sends a request to TVD1 for 

obtaining the specific records. As the source and destination ad-

dresses of the auditor’s traffic belong to TVD1, TVD1 polices are 

enforced on this traffic.  

If an entity is continuously generating traffic violating TVD 

policies, then an alert is generated to the TVD Master. The TVD 

Master performs further validation by querying the SR database 

to identify the entity that is causing the violation. For example, 

with zero day attacks and outbreak of worms, the compromised 

hosts may randomly scan different IP addresses for finding the 

vulnerable machines and spreading the attacks. Such traffic will 

violate the TVD policies between the domains. 

Note that VD policies are specific to each domain. For exam-

ple, an organisation may decide to enforce that its staff should 

not communicate confidential data to other domains belonging 

to competitors. Even within a TVD, specific departments can 

have access to restricted data. For example, client machines 

(with student logins) in a university domain are not allowed ac-

cess to a payroll server. Hence all communications of hosts 

within the TVD and between the TVDs need to be screened for 

such domain wide policies. In some cases there can also be spe-

cific policies related to release of annual reports to shareholders 

before making them public. Such policies are also enforced by 

the VD component. 

Note such VD level policies are sometimes useful in the de-

tection of insider attacks.  For example, insiders transferring con-

fidential information to competitors’ domains are difficult to de-

tect by the EV component since all the activities that a user (and 

the associated applications in the VM) exhibit are likely to be le-

gitimate (e.g. no malicious user login or unauthorised access or 

malicious processes). It is just the organisation policy (captured 

by the VD) has been violated by the insider. 

3.7 Local Key Management 

The TVD Master is trusted for establishing the keys for secure 

communication of virtual machines within the TVD and between 

TVDs. Recall in our architecture the TVD Master and SSMs have 

public key – private key pairs. The KM component in the TVD 

Master is used for establishing the keys with the LKM compo-

nents in the SSM. We use a public key based protocol similar to 

X.509 [23] to establish secret session key used for communica-

tions between virtual machines in a TVD. The secret session key 

is stored in the LKM of the SSM. The virtual machines belonging 

to the TVD use this key for all the interactions with other virtual 

machines in the same TVD whether they are hosted on same 

platform or on different physical paltforms/clouds. 

Note if a platform is hosting virtual machines belonging to more 

than one TVD, then different SSMs for these different TVDs will 

have different secret session keys VM communications. Hence 

the communications of one TVD are protected from another 

TVD’s communications. Also, since the keys are securely stored 

in the SSM, compromise of a virtual machine does not compro-

mise the keys.  

After the SSM validates the traffic for attacks, it is forwarded 
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to the destination. If the destination virtual machine is hosted 

on the same platform, then the secret key (shared with the des-

tination VM) is used for encrypting the traffic and the traffic for-

warded to the destination. If the destination virtual machine is 

hosted on another physical platform, then the SDE [22] is used 

for securing the intra domain communication. As already men-

tioned, the TIB at the TVD Master maintains all the required in-

formation for securing the communications within the TVD. If 

the destination virtual machine belongs to a different domain, 

then the traffic is processed according to the bilateral 

agreement of security policies between the domains as speci-

fied in the TVD Masters. 

3.8 Report Generation 

This component is used for generating report on VM communi-

cations. The report includes information such as time, type of 

communication, total number of bytes and packets transferred 

between the source and the destination. Consider the situation 

where an attacker has successfully exploited a vulnerability in 

the VM and used the compromised machine for performing ma-

licious actions such as forwarding files with malware and altered 

the logs related to the communications in the virtual machine. 

With our architecture, the communication details are still avail-

able in the SR logs. Note that the attacker does not have access 

to alter the logs in the SR. The reports generated by the RG are 

signed with the private key of local SSM. Hence the reports pro-

vide assurance of the virtual machine communications even 

when the attacker has altered the logs related to the communi-

cation. The TVD Master can therefore reliably determine 

whether or not a virtual machine has been compromised. 

Though the local SSM signs the report, in our architecture, the 

TVD Master further certifies the report thereby providing the 

assurance to the customers which helps to retain customers’ 

trust.  

Consider a scenario where a client VM in a TVD has requested 

downloading its bank statement from a bank server in another 

TVD. During such file transfer communications, there could be 

some additional attack traffic (not related to the bank state-

ment) which may compromise the virtual machines. This is a 

classic scenario with botnets. The users are not always aware of 

the compromise of their machines. In this scenario, the assur-

ance about the actual banking transaction may not provide as-

surance about the complete traffic, that is, all the packets trans-

ferred between the client and server VM. For example, if the cli-

ent VM detects that the bank statement is being downloaded 

from an unpatched SQL bank server, then the client virtual ma-

chine can send malicious UDP traffic [24] to compromise the 

server and use it to further spread the slammer attack.  Hence 

it is necessary to get assurance about the actual packets trans-

ferred between the client and server VM. With our architecture, 

we are able to achieve assurance of both coarse and finer level 

properties of the communications.  

4   IMPLEMENTATION AND ANALYSIS 

The configuration of our implementation is shown in Figure 7. 

We have used Xen VMM [5] with privileged domain running 

Centos. The privileged domain or Dom 0 manages the actual de-

vice by managing the complexities of the device and exports to 

the guest virtual machines a generic class of device driver inter-

face for the guest virtual machines. The front end drivers are in-

stalled in the virtual machines and the back end drivers is in-

stalled in the Dom 0 which has privileged access to the physical 

resources. In our implementation, the SSM components are 

placed between the front end drivers of the guest virtual ma-

chines and the back end driver of the host virtual machine. 

Hence we are able to monitor the usage of resources allocated 

to a virtual machine and detect the attacks. Also, the monitoring 

components are isolated from attacks in the virtual machine 

since they are placed outside the VM. More details on the TVD 

implementation can be found in [10-12].   

The overhead varies depending on different factors such as 

the services hosted in the virtual machine, applications running 

in the virtual machine and for different types of attacks. The de-

fault operation (relating the traffic to process + signature match-

ing + anomaly detection) is 2%. The current attacks exhibit sev-

eral malicious behaviours and our model is based on multi-level 

attack detection. There can be false positives for specific tech-

niques such as for the process validation, or for anomaly detec-

tion or flow analysis techniques. However since we are using 

multi-level attack detection, we are able to better eliminate the 

false positives. For example, there can be false positives for the 

cases of legitimate flooding to be misclassified as attack events. 

Our model has second level rules for such cases. For example, if 

the traffic from VM exceeds threshold, then we validate the pro-

cess or application that generated the traffic (such as traffic gen-

erated by well known process or traffic generated by hidden pro-

cess); validate if the traffic has correct source address, and if 

traffic is directed to any of the blacklists. We drop the traffic only 

if it is generated by hidden process or if it has invalid source ad-

dress or if it directed to blacklisted websites. In other cases, the 

traffic will be rate limited to the threshold. Hence legitimate 

cases will only experience in some delays. 

 As shown in Figure 7, virtual machines that belong to differ-

ent TVDs were implemented on each physical server. Now con-

sider a scenario where some services, such as Web service, da-

tabase service and DNS service, are hosted on virtual machines; 

these services are accessed by the client virtual machines within 

the TVD as well as by the virtual machines in other TVDs accord-

ing to the security policies specified in Rules (1) to (4).    

TVD1: VMX � VMY                                                                            --- (1) 

TVD1, TVD2: TVD1 (VMX) � TVD2 (VMY)               --- (2) 

TVD2, TVD3: TVD3 (VMX) � TVD2 (VMY)               --- (3) 

 TVD1, TVD3: TVD1 (VMX) �| TVD3 (VMY)         --- (4) 

Rule (1) represents free communication between the virtual ma-

chines in TVD1. Rules (2) and (3) are similar to the state based 

security rules enforced in traditional firewalls.   Rule (2) states 

that only the virtual machine in TVD1 can initiate the communi-

cation between TVD1 and TVD2. Similarly, Rule (3) states that 

only the virtual machine in TVD3 can initiate the communication 

between TVD2 and TVD3. Rule (4) states that no communication 

Fig. 7.  Implementation on Xen 
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is permitted between the virtual machines in TVD1 and TVD3. 

As mentioned before, the TVD security policies are enforced for 

inbound and outbound communications of the virtual ma-

chines.  

We now consider some specific attack scenarios and discuss 

how our architecture is able to deal with such attacks. 

4.1 VM Attack Detection 

First consider an attack scenario on a virtual machine that is 

used as an authoritative domain naming system (DNS) for the 

domain.  DNS is one of the important services in the Internet 

infrastructure and is a critical requirement for all the TVDs.  The 

primary purpose of a DNS is to translate Internet or private net-

work domain and host names to IP addresses. In this case, we 

also uploaded the local resolution information into the EV com-

ponent and used this as reference for trusted resolution. 

DNS is vulnerable to different types of attacks. Consider the 

situation where the DNS server has been compromised, and a 

rootkit has been installed altering the local resolution infor-

mation to the attacker’s machine. We infected the DNS server 

of the TVD1 (which we called as Macquarie Domain 

www.mq.edu.au). In our implementation the DNS server has 

Avira anti-virus security software. Figure 8(a) shows the resolu-

tion before the compromise of the VM. The DNS server has been 

infected; the infection disables the Avira security tool [13] run-

ning in the server, alters the MQ resolution information, installs 

backdoor, and alters the tools (top and ls) in the VM so as not to 

report the malicious process and files related to the backdoor.   

Figure 8(b) shows the resolution from the compromised DNS 

server. Disabling Avira and installation of the backdoor have re-

sulted in the variation of the processes in the DNS server. Alt-

hough attacker has altered the VM tools, the attacker does not 

have access to the SAR, since it is in Dom 0 (outside the infected 

VM).  Hence SAR generates the correct state report of the DNS 

server which does not include the 3 processes related to the 

host based security tool and includes new process of the back-

door. Hence now we see there is a total of 60 (62-3+1=60) pro-

cesses in the SAR report. Recall that the reference clean state 

installation has 62 processes. The new process related to the 

backdoor is tagged for validation by the TVD Master and/or EV.  

Since EV has the details of the correct resolution, it is able to 

determine the false resolution and drop the traffic. Since the 

process 967 did not match with any of the default processes and 

the processes related to host based security tool are missing in 
the SAR report, the EV raised an alert to the TVD Master and 

triggerd the SR to restore the DNS server with a known good im-

age of the VM state; in this case, the complete VM is restored 

since it has been compromised. 

Note that such attacks cannot be detected efficiently with 

traditional host based and network based security tools. The 

host based security tool was compromised by the attacker. The 

network based security tools can detect the false resolution but 

cannot detect the compromise of DNS server since they do not 

have the state level information of the DNS server. For example, 

if the attacker misuses the compromised DNS server for other 

malicious purpose instead of false resolutions, the network 

based security tools cannot detect the compromise of the DNS 

server. Hence we can see that our architecture is able to detect 

the compromise of the DNS server and restore the services.   

4.2 Botnet Detection 

In this section, we briefly describe how offline flow analysis has 

been used to detect the compromise of virtual machines and 

their use as bots.  

As mentioned earlier, first we developed a template for cap-

turing the traffic flows for bot detection. We analysed previously 

proposed flow analysis techniques for detecting HTTP, IRC and 

P2P botnets. The related techniques make use of Netflow 5 tem-

plate for capturing the flows and detecting the bots. Since Net-

Flow v5 comes with fixed dataset format, its record size has fixed 

size of 48 bytes (384 bits). Figure 9(a) illustrates the summary of 

NetFlow features, which were used in related techniques for de-

tection of HTTP, IRC and P2P bot families. This clearly showed 

that attributes such as next hop, input, output, pad, tos, src_as, 

dst_as, src_mask, dst_mask and pad2 were not being used. So 

we developed an IPFIX template, making use of only the relevant 

attributes and removing the unused attributes, thereby signifi-

cantly reducing the dataset size. Figure 9 (b) shows the IPFIX 

template with the required attributes for detecting HTTP, IRC 

and P2P bot families. As record size of our template is 30 bytes 

(240bits), there has been a 37% reduction in dataset. The re-

duced dataset not only reduces the corresponding storage but 

also helps to reduce the computations required to filter the un-

necessary attributes from the data, thereby increasing efficiency 

of both the collector and the exporter. Also, since the captured 

dataset includes all the attributes of related technqiues, respec-

tive technqiues are applied on the dataset for bot detection. We 

make use of multi stage filtering [32] to eliminate traffic that is 

not realted to the attack and relevant machine learning for the 

attack. For example, Bayesian algorithms are used for IRC and 

Figure 8a: Authoritative DNS Resolution before compromise 

Figure 8b: Authoritative DNS Resolution after compromise 
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decision tree algorithms are used for peer to peer bot detection.  

Note one can customize the attributes in IPFIX and relate them 

to the payload to detect other attacks such as DNS flux and 

spam.  

The captured VM traffic flows are clustered to identify simi-

larities in the flows. We have experimented with Bayesian, SVM, 

Neural Networks and Decision Trees based machine learning 

techniques to identify the specific features of the bots. There are 

three main behavioural patterns; bot behaviour, botnet behav-

iour and temporal behaviour. In the bot behaviour, we analysed 

flows generated from one bot or a single machine to identify its 

Command and Communications (C&C). In botnet behaviour, we 

analysed flows generated by group of bots or machines, in order 

to detect botnet activities. We horizontally analysed the flows 

generated in a network to find suspicious pattern related to bot-

net communications. Finally, in temporal or vertical method, we 

analysed flows generated by bots or botnets over a period of 

time to detect patterns.  

Our analysis mainly focused on detecting the bots during dif-

ferent phases in botnet life cycle; initial infection, secondary in-

fection, connection, malicious command and control, and up-

date and maintenance. In the initial infection phase, attacker ex-

ploits vulnerabilities on victims and gains basic control over vic-

tims. The secondary infection phase is used to further download 

and install malicious script and binaries to get full control of the 

victim. Once secondary infection is complete, bots make con-

nection to its C&C server in order to become a member of bot-

net. Then the bot will receive command and control from C&C 

server to conduct malicious coordinated activities. Finally bots 

update its binaries to get more functionality or evade detection.  

In the case of direct C&C related bots such as IRC and HTTP, 

every bot needs to find its own C&C controller to be a member 

of centralized botnet. In the case of peer-to-peer and Hybrid 

bots such as Kademila, Chord and GameOver (Zeus v3) each bot 

needs to find its servant bot or proxy bot to get C&C instruction 

and become a member of P2P botnet. Our analysis confirmed 

that these botnets are using hard coded static IP lists or/and DNS 

service to locate its C&C server, from which it has to receive the 

control commands and updates. This generated a pattern, which 

is used in the detection of bots.  

Even though botnets try to randomize these communications 

to evade detection, there are still some vertical and/or horizon-

tal correlations in their communications. For example, we iden-

tified that the Zeus bots (v1.3) send updates at fixed interval of 

20 minutes.  

A main objective of the botnets is to spread the network and 

recruit more bots into its botnet, which ultimately benefits to 

surge the strength of a botnet and the attack. Hence the bots 

scan other machines in its network for vulnerabilities. If a vul-

nerable machine is found, they will run exploits to compromise 

the machine. When scanning, bots generate bursts of small 

packets. So this activity resulted in sudden increase in the num-

ber of packets (without necessarily a major increase in the traffic 

volume), which our detection engine tries to identify.  

The attack detection engine also looked for DDoS activities 

such as, outbound TCP SYN packets floods and UDP floods. The 

reason for these large number of TCP SYN packets could mean 

that some of the internal hosts in the network is part of a botnet 

and are participating in a DDoS attack. 

TABLE 2 

Paper Botnet Family Other 

 HTTP IRC P2P Size 

(bytes) 

IP-

FIX 

Botfinder Y Y  48  

Disclosure Y Y  48  

Strayer  Y  48  

Zhao et al   Y 48  

BotTrack   Y 48  

Our approach Y Y Y 30 Y 

Table 2 compares our work with related techniques. Our ar-

chitecture is able to detect a range of botnet families by exam-

ining various activities throughout the lifecycle of bots including 

C&C interactions, recruiting new bot members and synchronized 

attacks. Furthermore, since IPFix enables to capture the flows 

from the payload information of the IP traffic, it can also be used 

to detect application layer attacks. We plan to address this as-

pect in our future work. 

4.3 Virtual Domain Attack Detection 

In this section, we show how Virtual Domain enforces the TVD 

polices and raises alerts when the domain policies are violated. 

We use bots behaviour to demonstrate the violation of VD poli-

cies and detection of attacks. 

As mentioned above, the bots try to spread the attacks to 

multiple hosts. For example, the infected machines try to scan 

for other vulnerable machines using random destination ad-

dresses. If the scan reports a vulnerable system, then a malicious 

payload is sent to infect the vulnerable host. Then the infected 

machine is configured to download different attacks as well as 

further spread the infection to other machines. We used nmap 

tool in the attack source (see Figure 7) to scan for vulnerable 

machines with random IP addresses. In the default mode, nmap 

scans for the well known 1000 ports on the IP addresses. We 

disabled the EV component at the source for this scenario. Let 

us consider how the VD is able to detect the attacks when the 

attack machine was scanning for IP addresses that belonged to 

Fig. 9(b). IPFix Attack template with required attributes 

Fig. 9(a). Attributes used in related work 
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TVD2 and TVD3 which violated the policies in Rules (1) to (4).  

In the first case, the scan traffic was destined to TVD2. How-

ever since the EV has been disabled at the source virtual ma-

chine, the traffic was forwarded to the VD for validation of the 

domain policies.  According to Rule (2), communication is per-

mitted between the TVD1 and TVD2 if the communication had 

been initiated from a VM in TVD1. In this case since the attack 

VM in TVD1 initiated the traffic, it is considered to be legitimate 

and the traffic is forwarded to TVD2. Similarly, the destination 

VD in TVD2 validates the traffic and forwards the scan traffic to 

the EV (Note: EV is not disabled at the destination). In this case, 

the EV detects the attack, drops the attack traffic and raises an 

alert to the TVD2 Master.  

The scan traffic is also destined to TVD3. According to Rule 

(4), no communication is permitted between the virtual ma-

chines in TVD1 and TVD3. Hence when the nmap was scanning 

the IP address which belongs to TVD3, the traffic violates the VD 

policies. Hence this traffic is dropped by the VD in SSM1 and an 

alert is raised to the TVD1 Master. Hence the violation of VD pol-

icies help to deal with the attacks at the source virtual machine.   

5 RELATED WORKS 

In this section, we present important existing works that are rel-

evant to our proposed architecture in this paper. The related 

works fall into the following categories: security policies for at-

tack detection in TVDs, virtual machine introspection, and bot-

net attack detection. 

The multi tenancy feature in datacenters raises several issues 

with respect to security policies. The concept of Trusted Virtual 

Domain (TVD) was originally proposed [2, 3] to simplify user and 

administration interactions on large scale systems by offloading 

the security enforcement onto the infrastructure. The work in 

[10] described the development of prototype using secure hy-

pervisor and demonstrated the feasibility of managing TVDs. 

[11] focussed on an implementation framework which used a 

combination of different networking technologies (such as 

Ethernet encapsulation, VLAN tagging, and VPN) and security 

policy enforcement to realize the abstraction of Trusted Virtual 

Domains. These works mainly focus on achieving coarse granu-

lar security policies between the domains. Furthermore, it is not 

clear as to how these high level security policies can be effec-

tively transformed to deal with different types of attacks.  

In addition to providing coarse granular security between the 

TVDs, our architecture is also able to enforce fine granular secu-

rity for communications of virtual machines within the TVD.  Our 

architecture makes use of the SDE framework for securing the 

communications within the domain over different physical 

VMM platforms, while it uses the SSM for securing communica-

tions of virtual machines that are hosted on the same 

VMM.  Furthermore, we have discussed in detail how the com-

ponents of SSM can detect a range of malicious behaviours and 

current security attacks. It uses introspection, signature based 

and anomaly based techniques for fine granular detection of the 

malicious entities. 

The concept of Virtual Machine Introspection (VMI) was first 

proposed in [6]. The critical part of VMI is the extraction of ac-

curate system state information from the binary data that com-

prises the virtual machine state. However the hypervisor has no 

knowledge on how this information is represented in different 

OSs which lead to the semantic gap problem. This complicates 

the task of constructing the VM state which in turn results in the 

inefficient detection of attacks. Several techniques have been 

proposed [25-27] that address the sematic gap problem. Despite 

these works, there are still several challenges when it comes to 

accurate reconstruction of the OS state. Jain et al [28] conducted 

a detailed analysis of the introspection techniques and high-

lighted the open challenges that needs to be addressed in future 

research. The semantic gap problem can be classified into weak 

semantic gap (engineering problem with weak threat model) 

and strong semantic gap (security under strong threat model). 

Most papers on introspection (including ours) focus on the weak 

semantic gap which is solved as an engineering problem with a 

weak threat model. However the attackers often exploit the 

strong semantic gap which is still an open problem. Our VMI 

makes use of whitelisting of the processes from the clean state 

OS and applications. However, even if the attackers are success-

ful in exploiting the semantic gap to generate attacks, these at-

tacks can be detected using signature based and anomaly based 

detection modules. Furthermore, we have the facility for the vic-

tim to report the malicious behaviour of the virtual machines.   

Several traffic analysis techniques have been proposed for 

detecting bots [29-33]. However all these techniques make use 

of a fixed template (e.g. Netflow v5 template) that are often ven-

dor specific and can only detect specific bot families. In our ar-

chitecture, we have identified all the attributes from Netflow v5 

template that had been previously used [29-33] for detecting 

different bots (IRC, HTTP and peer to peer) and eliminated the 

attributes that were not used by any of the techniques. Then we 

made use of IPfix, which offers flexibility to design the template 

with the required attributes for capturing the flows. This has 

helped to minimise the record size without compromising on 

the ability to detect different bot families.  Furthermore, IPfix 

templates are vendor neutral. In addition to these advantages, 

note that traffic analysis is just one of the security aspects used 

in our architecture. This is only useful for the cases of the attacks 

that are not detected by other mechanisms in our architecture 

such as introspection, signature based and anomaly based de-

tection. 

Security groups in AWS[9] or Openstack enforce Access 

Control Lists are based on the TCP/IP protocol stack details. 

For example, the security groups allows the administrator to 

write a rules to permit HTTP traffic to port 80. However if the 

HTTP traffic is generated by a malicious process or if the VM 

instance is compromised and sending malicious HTTP traffic, 

then it is still permitted by the security groups. The security 

groups are vendor specific and hence not suitable for end-to-

end monitoring in multi-cloud environments. Our model is 

based on introspection and permits to use additional moni-

toring using signature based and anomaly based detection. 

For example, our model can terminate the HTTP traffic to 

port 80 that is generated by malicious process in the VM. 

Also our model is suitable for end-to-end monitoring in multi 

cloud environments. 

6 CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we have proposed techniques for securing services 

that are hosted in a multi-tenant networked cloud infrastruc-

tures. The proposed architecture is based on trusted virtual do-

mains and it takes into account both the security policies of the 

tenant domains as well as specific security policies of the virtual 
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machines in the tenant domains. We also discuss security man-

agement policies such as secure addition and deletion of a 

virtual machine and the revocation of privileges associated 

with a virtual machine in a trusted virtual domain.We de-

scribe techniques for detecting a range of attacks such as attacks 

between the virtual machines within a TVD, attacks between the 

virtual machines in different TVDs, malicious insider attacks and 

attacks against specific services within a TVD. The architecture 

also allows forensics analysis of attacks, fine granular detection 

of malicious entities and mechanisms for restoration of services. 

Finally, we have presented the implementation of architecture 

using Xen and illustrated how our architecture is able to secure 

services in networked cloud infrastructures.  
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